Catching the genomic wave in oligonucleotide single-nucleotide polymorphism arrays by modeling sequence binding.
The genomic wave has been identified as a major artifact in genome data and is highly correlated with the sequence GC content. Although statistical methods have been developed to filter this artifact, the mechanism underlying the genomic wave has not been studied yet. Understanding of the artifact, specifically the sources of the artifact, may lead to successful separation of biological signals from the artifact and improve array design, modeling, and association studies. We develop an approach to catching the genomic wave in the oligonucleotide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays by separating biological signals from the array baseline background through modeling sequence binding with a newly developed probe intensity composite representation (PICR) model. The PICR model decomposes the probe intensity of each SNP probe set into the target sequence concentrations, SNP-specific background (nonsignal) and measurement error, and identifies the biological signals through the target concentration for each allele. We demonstrate with the Affymetrix GeneChip 500K HapMap data and the Wellcome Trust Case-Control Study data that the genomic wave is captured through the SNP-specific background term of the PICR model, and is separated successfully from the allelic target concentrations-the biological signals. We further identify two important sources of the genomic waves, the GC content and the fragment length (FL) of the sequence, and conclude that (1) the genomic wave artifact can be removed from the genome data with the PICR model, and (2) in addition to the GC content, the genomic wave also has a component of nonlinear effect of the FL.